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By Carol McGrath

Accent Press Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Handfasted Wife, Carol
McGrath, 'Moving, and vastly informative, a real page turner of a historical novel.' Fay Weldon The
Handfasted Wife is the story of the Norman Conquest from the perspective of Edith (Elditha)
Swanneck, Harold's common-law wife. She is set aside for a political marriage when Harold
becomes king in 1066. Determined to protect her children's destinies and control her economic
future, she is taken to William's camp when her estate is sacked on the eve of the Battle of Hastings.
She later identifies Harold's body on the battlefield and her youngest son becomes a Norman
hostage. Elditha avoids an arranged marriage with a Breton knight by which her son might or
might not be given into his care. She makes her own choice and sets out through strife-torn
England to seek help from her sons in Dublin. However, events again overtake her. Harold's mother,
Gytha, holds up in her city of Exeter with other aristocratic women, including Elditha's eldest
daughter. The girl is at risk, drawing Elditha back to Exeter and resistance. Initially supported by
Exeter's burghers the women withstand William's siege. However, after three horrific weeks they...
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An exceptional ebook along with the typeface utilized was fascinating to read through. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You
are going to like the way the blogger write this publication.
-- Judd Schulist-- Judd Schulist

Thorough information for ebook enthusiasts. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through period of time. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Hilla r d Ma cejkovic-- Hilla r d Ma cejkovic
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